JUST LIKE ANY
OTHER DAY IN SOHO:
LOTS OF CARS AND
LITTLE SPACE FOR
PEOPLE TO WALK ON
STAUNTON STREET

A Car-free City?
Tired of kowtowing to cars? Pedestrianization might be the way to go. We can
start in SoHo. By Winnie Yeung and John Robertson

We love SoHo, but sometimes it stinks. No, there is nothing wrong with
the businesses there – it’s a great spot for a nice meal, a summer dress
or a drink with friends. But sometimes walking in the area, especially
on Staunton and Elgin Streets, is like walking through a parking lot,
considering all the taxis and fume-spewing trucks you have to dodge.
But it doesn’t have to be that way.

Pedestrianizing Hong Kong

Wouldn’t it be nicer if SoHo were car-free? Since 2000, the government
has been working on a citywide pedestrianization project, aimed at
improving sidewalks around Hong Kong and pedestrianizing some
highly populated areas. High-profile examples include Paterson Street
in Causeway Bay and Sai Yeung Choi Street in Mongkok, the latter of
which has since become a frequent venue for street events (turn to p.9
for a complete list of pedestrianized areas). So why not SoHo?

The benefits of SoHo

SoHo was never planned as a pedestrian area – for decades it was just
grocery stores and old people. The sidewalks were made narrow, leaving
plenty of room for vehicular traffic. But with SoHo's boom in the
past decade, pedestrian traffic has increased massively, spilling off the
sidewalks and into the line of vehicles.
The idea of pedestrianizating SoHo has been floating around for years.
Simon Squibb, the man behind the “I Love SoHo” campaign, which
represents more than 60 businesses in the area, says 85 percent of his
clients say yes to the idea. It would:
Eliminate the danger
Right now, most of the sidewalks are only about two feet wide (it’s nearly
impossible to walk side-by-side in many parts), often forcing pedestrians
to walk in the streets. Squibb says many businesses are concerned that
the safety of their customers is affected. The Transport Department
says they have no data on the traffic flow in the area, but they do have
one figure – in 2005, 4,404 pedestrians were injured or killed in traffic
accidents in all of Hong Kong. Why risk it?
Improve the environment
Urban planner Peter Cookson Smith, who has helped the government
in many pedestrianization projects, gives a simple explanation for this
benefit: “Streets in SoHo look hideous right now.” Bobsy, the singlenamed owner of Life Cafe on Peel Street, agrees that pedestrianizing
SoHo would make the area more pleasant. “Pedestrianization is the best
way to achieve a more eco-friendly lifestyle in SoHo,” he says.
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Encourage walking
“Most people don’t go to SoHo by car anyway,” says Smith. Katty Law,
a member of the Central and Western Concern Group, says she and her
friends living in SoHo support the idea of pedestrianization. They think
the lack of public transport (taxis) at certain times would not be too
inconvenient.

Pedestrianizing HK
The pedestrianization scheme involves 10 districts around
town. Here are the more notable ones:

CAUSEWAY BAY
All day
Jardine’s Crescent
Paterson Street (between Great George Street and Yee Wo
Street)
Russell Street (between Lee Garden Road and Percival Street)
Part-time Pedestrian Streets
Lockhart Road, East Point Road and Great George Street
(between Cannon Street and Paterson Street): 4pm-midnight on
weekdays; noon- midnight on weekends and public holidays
Pak Sha Road and Lee Garden Road (between Kai Chiu Road
and Pak Sha Road): 7pm-midnight on weekdays, noon-midnight
on weekends and Public Holidays

CENTRAL
All day
Theatre Lane
Chiu Lung Street
Part-time Pedestrian Street
Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays from 7pm-4am:
D’Aguilar Street (between Wyndham Street and Wellington
Street)
Lan Kwai Fong
Wo On Lane

MONGKOK
Sai Yeung Choi Street South (between Nelson Street and Soy
Street): 4pm-midnight daily
Nelson Street (between Sai Yeung Choi Street South and Fa Yuen
Street): noon-midnight on public holidays
Tung Choi Street: 4pm-midnight daily

WAN CHAI
Tai Yuen Street (section between Johnston Road and Cross
Street): 10am-6pm daily.

JORDAN
Temple Street (between Jordan Road and Kansu Street):
2pm-midnight daily

STANLEY
Stanley Main Street: 7pm-11pm on Fridays; 11am-11pm on
Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays
Stanley Market Road: 7pm-11pm on Saturdays; 11am-6pm on
Sundays and public holidays
Stanley New Street: 11am-6pm on Sundays and public holidays

Create a more pleasant dining environment
Most people come to SoHo for a nice meal, but sitting less than three
feet from fuming diesel trucks is hardly pleasant. Squibb says one major
benefit of pedestrianization is that it would provide an environment for
alfresco dining. He cites the example of the SoHo Street Festival, which
took place about two years ago. They managed to divert traffic for the
festival, lining the streets with tables. “It showed how much people really
enjoy eating outdoors in SoHo,” he says.
Preserve the area’s character
SoHo has a special vibe – an old neighborhood mingling with a
booming dining scene. “Even the Tourism Board is promoting SoHo
now,” says Squibb. But Law believes if the traffic flow remains as it is
now, redevelopment will soon happen in the area. High-rise residential
buildings have already been built nearby and SoHo might be next.
The government is not actively working on pedestrianizing SoHo,
but the Transport Department has implemented on Staunton and Elgin
Streets such “traffic-calming measures” as installing more traffic signs.
They say there are no current plans to pedestrianize the area in the
strictest sense – that is, a plan to limit incoming traffic.
Well, the government might not have any plans, but we do. We
believe Staunton and Elgin Streets could and should be pedestrianized.
Turn the page for HK’s proposal. «
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Our proposal for pedestrianizing SoHo
We talked to Bobsy (owner of Life Cafe), Simon Squibb (in charge of the “I Love Soho” campaign), SoHo
resident Katty Law and urban planners Peter Cookson Smith and Craig Doubleday (both with with Urbis
Limited) on how we could do it. We came up with a seven-point plan. Pictures by Urbis Limited.
1. Close the roads
on weekends and
evenings. While vehicular

Before

traffic is essential during
working hours, shutting
off Staunton and Elgin
Streets to vehicles on the
weekends and after 6pm
on weekdays is certainly
achievable. During such
times, northbound traffic
headed for Caine Road
could be rerouted to
Hollywood Road.

6. Provide emergency
vehicle access. No matter

how far one might want to take
pedestrianization, it’s essential
to ensure that designated
spaces are readily accessible
to emergency vehicles such as
fire trucks and ambulances. This
rules out alfresco dining on the
main streets.

2. Restrict deliveries
to early hours. Service

trucks are among the most
obnoxious offenders on
SoHo streets, pumping
out diesel exhaust and
often slowing traffic
to a halt. Alas, they’re
also indispensable to
the area, whose dining
establishments depend
on them for deliveries.
The solution? Restrict
deliveries to between 9am
and 11am, as parts of New
York does. Restaurant
owner Bobsy sees this as
a workable solution for
businesses in the area.
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7. Widen the sidewalks. This

After
3. No parking. Widening
sidewalks will reduce the twolane roads to single lanes, which
means no parking. This in turn
serves as another disincentive to
heavy traffic.
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4. Re-pave the roads. This is
another “traffic calming” measure
that provides a disincentive
to drivers, a key tactic in
pedestrianization projects. Smith
cites the example of cobblestoned pavements as an effective
means of slowing traffic.

5. Plant trees. Who can argue with
trees? Actually, a few might; notably,
restaurant owners who don’t want
the facades of their establishments
blocked from view, says Squibb. In our
plan, greenery would be positioned at
corners and other areas where they
wouldn't be obtrusive.

is one of the most obvious ways
to make an area more pedestrian
friendly. In SoHo, this provides
the added bonus of providing at
least some space for alfresco
dining. An eight-foot-wide
sidewalk would be sufficient
for seating diners outside
restaurants, while leaving ample
room for passersby. As Peter
Cookson Smith says, “in France,
they’d do it with six feet.”

Traffic Flow from Central

Pedestrianize SoHo?
YES!
Robin Ewing, Staunton Street resident
“I feel like I’m going to be hit [by a car] whenever I
walk down here.”
Ms. Ho, Staunton Street resident for 40 years
“I am old now. I can’t see and listen well. I can’t
recognize if there are any cars coming. If vehicles were
banned, I would feel more secure.”

BEFORE

PROPOSED

� Traffic bound for SoHo passes

� With traffic barred from entering

through Lyndhurst Terrace and
up Graham Street in order to
reach Staunton Street.

� Then from Staunton, they take a
U-turn to enter Elgin Street.

� Traffic could go all the way from
Elgin Street to Caine Road.

� Traffic from Caine Road could
enter Staunton Street by going
down Old Bailey Street.

Staunton and Elgin Streets,
vehicles traveling from Lyndhurst
Terrace could only go to
Hollywood Road.

� Vehicles wishing to take Caine

Road need to go all the way
down Hollywood Road to
Arbuthnot Road, and then make a
U-turn to enter Caine Road.

� Traffic from Old Bailey Street

could only take Hollywood Road.

Steve Kruse, therapist
“Maybe close off the densely populated area, so I
could sit at restaurants without hearing the horns and
smelling the fumes.”
Ms. Yiu, SoHo resident for 30 years
“Having no cars nearby would be safer for the kids.”

NO!
Ms. Mok, SoHo resident for 20 years
“Staunton Street is the only way for vehicles to get in
nearby. It will be too inconvenient if cars were banned.”
Ho Yan, student
“If you pedestrianize this area, that would only mean
more cars and traffic elsewhere.”
Mr. Lai, Staunton Street resident for over 40 years
“It’s definitely convenient to me if cars can still get in at
Staunton Street.”

What do you think? Love or hate our plan?
Write in to letters@asia-city.com.hk.
A forum has also been put up on www.ilovesoho.hk.

Lynne O’Donnell, journalist
“No, it’d make the traffic on the surrounding streets
too heavy. I live close to here, and I like getting
cabs, too.” ■
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